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Vice president of student life and development Nathan Church gets handcuffed by Public Safety Sergeants Ryan Simonis and Sandra
Johnson Wednesday. Church was “arrested” for DUI during a mock jail and bail event that highlighted homecoming safety and precautionary action for the festivities this weekend. Church’s “bail” was set at $35.

SCSU promotes safe weekend
Public Safety, SCPD and others prep for homecoming dangers, but hope to highlight positive events
Lesley Christianson
NEWS EDITOR

Public Safety, the St. Cloud Police
Department (SCPD), Student Life
and Development and student government are just a few of the organizations teaming up to raise awareness
about celebrating homecoming festivities safely.
The coalition is also preparing to
handle situations where students violate the law or student code of conduct. The organizations want to
ensure the weekend is remembered
for positive events that take place.
Public Safety Director Miles
Heckendorn said safety comes with
student responsibility. However, the
coalition is taking necessary precau-

tions to deal with problem areas in the
Southside.
“We will have more officers on
campus assisting with escorts and
other concerns,” Heckendorn said.
“We beef up, we do put on extra staff
to support the safety and security of
the students and the community.”
Heckendorn said the number of
Public Safety officers on duty this
weekend will be double that of usual
patrols on campus. Public Safety will
seek support from the SCPD to control off-campus disturbances, and
they have met with the department to
form a cooperative relationship.
“(Police) Chief Ballantine comes
from a university city to another university city, so he has that background,” Heckendorn said.

He said that although there will be
a large Public Safety and police presence, students should still take part in
homecoming events.
“I want (students) to have a great
time, a great week of celebration,”
Heckendorn said. “And I want them
to do this in a safe and responsible
manner. Injuries and violations last a
long time, and that takes away from
the more positive activities going
on.”
Methods to raise awareness about
alcohol safety included a MADD car
that was placed on the Atwood Mall,
the Residential Hall Association
block party Monday and the
Rootbeer Kegger Tuesday. The “Safe
Ride Home” program sponsored by
Delta Zeta, Phi Kappa Tau and Public

Safety will be also offered this weekend to students who have been drinking downtown.
Another way SCSU attempted to
raise awareness was a Jail and Bail
event conducted Wednesday as a part
of Alcohol Awareness Week sponsored by Alcohol and Drug
Awareness and Prevention Team
(ADAPT).
Students and faculty members
agreed to be arrested by Public Safety
officers for violating alcohol related
offenses. Officers then took the volunteer criminals to a makeshift jail in
Atwood. Students needed to rely on
the generosity of others walking by to
post the $15 bail, while faculty members needed to raise $30.
■

Go to Homecoming PAGE 3.
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Police search for leads to find woman Diamond site discovered in Montana
St. Cloud woman Wendy Hiehle has been missing since June 2 and
police are looking for any leads to her whereabouts. She was last seen
at Grand Casino in Hinckley.
Pine County Sheriff’s investigator Matt Ludwig said Hiehle has a
medical condition and needs to be treated.
Hiehle’s mother Vera said her daughter was not taking her medication when she disappeared. “Wendy’s behavior is not rational when
she is not on her medications,” she said.
Police have followed many different leads trying to find Hiehle but
have had no luck said St. Cloud police captain Dave Johnson.
Since privacy laws are strict, police haven’t been able get information to see if Hiehle is being treated in any hospitals.
If you have any information on Hiehle’s location please contact St.
Cloud police.

A possible diamond mine found in Helena, Montana was discovered
at an 80 acre sight known as Homestead property.
A test conducted recently found a microscopic diamond. If more are
found this will become the only diamond mine in the United States.
Currently, Canada has the only diamond mines in North America.
Officials say the diamond, found by tests, is the only diamond ever
created in Montana. Most diamonds found in Montana were dropped
by a retreating glacier or dropped by other means.
The kimberlite, molten rock in which diamonds are found, was discovered by Tom Charlton, an official with Delta Mining and
Exploration Corp.
“It’s once in a lifetime. You just don’t find things like that everyday,”
he said.

Minnesota loses 2,200 jobs in Sept.

Tuesday in San Gaban, Peru, authorities fired at coca growers
protesting the destruction of their cocaine producing crop. In the end
police killed two coca farmers and injured six.
The riot began after 800 people seized an electric plant while trying
to take over the police station. Recently, police found a 7,400 acre
coca field and destroyed it. They also destroyed 10 labs used to make
the coca leaves into cocaine.
The coca farmers demanded an immediate stop to the destruction of
their crops and wanted to have talks with the government said San
Gaban Mayor Adolfo Huamantica.
“We don’t want to be a narcotics state. We are defending the people,”
Prime Minister Carlos Ferrero said.

In September, Minnesota lost 2,200 jobs even though 1,000 jobs in
manufacturing were gained.
Some believe high fuel prices are to blame for the employment drop.
Research director for the employment department Steve Hine said
high energy prices influence business by reducing profits and growth.
These effects happen more in Minnesota because of harsh winters
which create a high energy demand. If prices stay high the results will
be a declining job market.
“The world isn’t coming to an end,” state economist Tom Stinson
said. “The problem is that it’s an indication that the economy is pretty
sluggish.”

Random fact

Donald Duck comics were banned in Finland because he doesn't
wear pants.
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Calendar of

Events

TODAY
■ “Getting Into Grad School”
2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Miller Center
Room 122. A videoconference
will be shown offering tips on
how students can get into a
competitive graduate school.
After the video SCSU faculty
will offer advice. The film will
be replayed from 3:30 to 4 p.m.
Free.
■ Coronation
8 p.m. Stewart Hall Ritsche
Auditorium. Homecoming royalty will be crowned.
■ “Spiderman 2”
8 p.m. Atwood Memorial
Center Theatre. Runs through
Sunday. Rated PG-13. Free.
■ “Moon for the Misbegotten”
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Performing
Arts Center Arena Stage. Free
for students. Runs until Sunday.

FRIDAY
■ “Seussical- The Musical”
7:30 p.m. Paramount Theatre.
This musical brings to life Dr.
Seuss characters. Cost $8 for
students, $13 for adults. Call
259-5463 for ticket information.

SATURDAY
■ “Rocky Horror Show”
12 a.m. Atwood Memorial
Center Theatre. Rated R. Free.
■ “Rockin’ the Stadium”
Before the football game
“roGer”, one of the bands featured on St. Cloud Rocks Vol.
III, will play outside the stadium from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Free.

SUNDAY
■ 2004 Husky Clean-up
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Volunteer to
clean up the neighborhood after
homecoming. Bring a friend.
Group will meet at Barden Park
for check-in.
■ Wind ensemble concert
3 p.m. Stewart Hall Ritsche
Auditorium. Orchestra. No
charge for students with an
SCSU ID. Cost for adults $3.
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Flu vaccines canceled
Nyssa Dahlberg
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Sudden onset of a fever, chest discomfort and cough? Chances are that
it’s the flu.
Last year, 577 students protected
themselves from this contagious illness with vaccinations through
Student Health Services.
This year, however, Health
Services is no longer offering flu vaccines due to a shortage of the vaccine
Fluvirin.
“It was in the news a lot last year
because a couple of kids died from
influenza, so there was a lot of hype,”
Student Health Services Director
Corie Beckerman said.
The Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) was notified
Oct. 5 that Chiron Corporation, a
company that manufactures 50 percent of U.S. Fluvirin vaccines, had
lost its license. The Medicines and
Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency (MHRA) in the United
Kingdom took away Chiron’s license
for three months preventing any
release of the vaccine for this year’s
influenza season.
Beckerman said Minnesota had a
contract with Chiron claiming 650
doses of the Fluvirin vaccines. Since
Chiron lost their license, the order was
canceled.
“That same thing happened to
many clinics in the community
because they had also ordered from
Britain,” Beckerman said. “There is
only two companies to order the vaccine from so it’s just whoever you
ordered from that made the difference.”
Minnesota is getting the flu vac■

Continued from PAGE 1.

Homecoming
The money collected from people
posting bail will go toward funding a
21st birthday program for students.
“The program is intended to
encourage students who turn 21 to
party safely,” ADAPT coordinator
Lynette Sickler said. “I don’t anticipate making very much money, but it
will all go into a pot for this program.
We hope it will be a fun and informational event.”
The arresting officers provided
information to the classroom or to
those present during the arrest on
what violations the volunteer had
committed.
Fourth-year student Miranda
Polsean was arrested and placed in the
Atwood jail around 12:30 p.m.
“I think that by 2 o’clock, when I
have class, I should be bailed out. If
not, then I’m going to be a little worried,” Polsean said.
Investigative Officer for Public
Safety Peter Lucca said he and his
partner Brian Cameron had arrested
15 to 20 people by 1 p.m.
“It’s not really an environment

cines from a company in London
called Aventis Pasteur Inc. Minnesota
will only be able to obtain enough of
the vaccine for high risk groups that
include, children 6-23 months, people
with chronic illness, pregnant women,
health care workers and children on
chronic aspirin therapy.
Beckerman said an incubation
period is needed to grow the virus, so
there isn’t enough time for Aventis to
make enough of the vaccine to cover
everybody’s needs.
Because of the shortages,
Beckerman said students can prevent
an onset of influenza by staying
healthy.
“Over time, not eating well and
not getting enough rest will lead to a
lower tolerance of illness. When you
get in a room with a bunch of people
who are coughing, you have a lower
resistance because you are so run
down,” she said.
Other things students can do to
stay healthy this winter is avoid contact with people who are sick, wash
your hands often, avoid touching your
eyes, nose and mouth and manage
your stress.
“When you’re stressed you don’t
sleep as well, and when you have too
many things going on at one time
you’re not eating like you should,”
Beckerman said.
Beckerman suggests using planners to budget time and working less
hours if the school week is extra busy
and stress is accumulating.
If you do get sick, Beckerman suggests students stay home from school
so others don’t catch the illness.
■

Go to Vaccine PAGE 5.

where we’re actually arresting someone, but it’s for a good cause,” Lucca
said. “Just earlier we were in Garvey.
We had a scene and a lot of people
were freaked out.”
Lucca said one of the volunteers
pretended to resist arrest and he and
Cameron had to simulate the forceful
procedures to subdue the person. He
said he wants the students who witnessed the arrest to be positively
affected by what they saw.
“Hopefully it will prevent a few
people from making bad decisions
this weekend, or even from now and
throughout their whole lives,” Lucca
said.
Vice President of Student Life and
Development Nathan Church was
among those arrested. Officers came
into his office and handcuffed Church
and told those present that Church
was being arrested for a DUI.
“Our hope is to be out there this
weekend in a preventative way,”
Church said. “There will be a very
high level of police presence throughout the neighborhoods, and we would
rather prevent disruptive behavior
than deal with it afterwards.”
Church said besides the increased
number of officers, Public Safety
would be patrolling the campus as

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Because of a shortage of vaccinations, SCSU Health Services will
not be offering flu shots this fall.
usual this weekend.
“Public Safety will be following
what have come to be pretty standard
procedures in heightening surveillance.”

‘Problem party’ houses

With SCSU’s decision last year to
punish off-campus behavior that is
non-compliant with the student code
of conduct, a new method of tracking
problem-student behavior will be
implemented this year.
Church said students living in
houses or apartments that have been
identified as problem party houses
will be placed on probation from the
school. SCPD will provide SCSU
with arrest reports and also identify
individuals and addresses. A warning
letter will be sent to the household
first and following further violations,
students may be required to do community service. If the house continues
to hold disruptive parties, the students
could be suspended or eventually
expelled.
“Our hope is through communicating with students, that it never has
to come to expulsion,” Church said.
“Our goal is to be clear about what
our expectations are. The system is
not there to be punitive, the system is

there to be a guidance.”
Church said all of the students living in the house would be put on probation, even if it were only a few residents who have the parties. He said
he hopes this would encourage students to let their roommates know that
disruptive behavior cannot be tolerated.
“I think ultimately, (enforcement)
will be in the St. Cloud area, but the
code of conduct extends to wherever
students are located,” Church said.
“I’m not trying to discourage people
from having fun, and 99 percent of
what is going on in the community is
positive. But that fun has to fall into
the guidelines of respecting others.”
Fifth-year student Mike Chudzik
said he didn’t think the university
should be able to punish students for
actions off-campus.
“I think it’s an invasion of students’ rights,” Chudzik said.
He also said placing students on
probation for the actions of their
roommates was not fair, and he doubts
too many students would stand up to
their peers.
“I would feel awkward,” he said.
“I wouldn’t want to be put in that situation.”

Page 4
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VA receives face-lift
Stephanie Martinson
STAFF WRITER

The St. Cloud Veterans Affairs
(VA) Medical Center had a ceremony
Tuesday for a new building addition
expected to be complete in December
2005.
“It’s about time; it’s about time
we’re doing this,” said James R.
Luckach, Chief of Staff at the VA
Medical Center.
The addition will primarily include
new exam rooms, and the total cost is
estimated at $4.27 million.
“The staff have taken on a huge
challenge,” Luckach said. “The medical care staff have seen unprecedented growth.”
Luckach said the VA treated
28,000 patients last year.
“The VA Medical Center’s annual
number of patients has grown 15 to 20
percent in the past five years,” said
Carolyn Garven, president of St.
Cloud City Council. “I’m so pleased
we have a local business with such a
success story. The VA is offering top
quality medical care and the word is
getting out.”
“The reason that we’re here today
is because veterans want their health
care,” Luckach said. “They want their
health care directed through this facility in St. Cloud. We have dedicated
staff and we’re trying to make this
happen.”
The expansion is the first of many
phases. Other rooms will be renovated in the future. This will give the VA
more space to care for patients.
“This is part of a nationwide study
called the Care’s Initiative that says
where we really need to be adding
resources to make sure we are delivering care to our veterans,” Rep. Mark
Kennedy said.
Barry Bahl, director of the VA
Medical Center, said the facilities
were due for a face lift.
“We haven’t had a new building
attachment in some time,” Bahl said.
“The last addition in primary care was
built in 1996 and we’ve vastly exceed-
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Volunteers gear
up to clean up
Nick Aaland
STAFF WRITER

STEPHANIE MARTINSON/CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Local veterans celebrate an addition to the VA Medical Center.
ed our space over there.”
Despite state trends in veteran population decline, Bahl said the addition
is needed in the area specifically.
“Even though the number of veterans in the state of Minnesota will be
gradually decreasing in a number of
years, we’re anticipating seeing considerable growth here in St. Cloud,”
Bahl said. “We anticipate significant
growth through 2012 and a slow
decrease until 2022.”
He said a lot of the veterans being
cared for served in Vietnam and they
are now retiring and losing their private insurance so they come to the VA

for care.
The local VA may have a dual reason for celebration this year.
“The St. Cloud VA was built in
1923 and opened in 1924, so this year
is our 80th Anniversary,” Bahl said.
Luckach said to look to the future
for more improvements.
“It’s not a perfect system and there
are a lot of things we can do to still
grow,” said Luckach. “But we have a
vision of what is going to happen in
the future. This place has to be a connection point and communication tool
for veterans. What makes it happen is
having veterans come here for care.”

Volunteer Connection has put
together the third annual Husky Clean
Up.
Sunday, Oct. 24 from 10 a.m. to
noon, anyone can participate in a community-wide effort to pick up paper,
glass and other trash discarded on the
streets.
“It’s great when students and the
community can come together and do
something for the environment and
their community,” said Maren
Greathouse, a graduate assistant of the
Volunteer Connection.
Students, faculty and community
members will be meeting at Barden
Park, and if it rains they will gather in
the Atwood Theatre. Anyone is welcome to participate. Registration is not
necessary ahead of time and a signature is all that is needed to help.
The Husky Clean Up will cover an
area from Division Street to 10th
Street, and from campus to the historic
neighborhood.
Volunteer Connection is avoiding
on-campus clean up to get more
involved in the community. The volunteers will be split into groups and
scan certain areas. They will also be
cleaning up the garbage in the alleyways of the main streets.
After showing up and signing in,
participants will be given gloves and
garbage bags. Then they’ll get directions for where to begin their clean up.
The garbage is then put on the corners
of the streets and the Volunteer
Connection comes to pick it up with a
rented truck. From the trucks, the
garbage is brought to a rented dumpster.
Caramel rolls, cinnamon rolls,
orange juice and hot chocolate will be
provided for the volunteers.
Greathouse said the project has
gained success and enthusiasm over

the years.
There is always a mix of people
coming to help and more and more
people keep on joining the effort,”
Greathouse said.
Last year, Volunteer Connection
had between 90 and 110 participants
show up. That was the biggest turn out
yet. This year, coordinator of
Volunteer Connection, Laura Merrill,
expects an even bigger turn out.
“Everybody is welcomed to come
to help with the clean up,” Merrill
said.
Campus Recreation, fraternities
and other various student organizations are expected to be seen at the
clean up.
“With SCSU students teaming up
with the community, the clean up
should go very well,” Greathouse
said.
“There is garbage everywhere,
there are no problem areas really,”
Merrill said.
During homecoming, Merrill said
garbage seems to show up more than
any time, but the Volunteer
Connection also cleans up the trash on
the streets on Earth Day. Their goal is
to keep the environment clean and to
reach out to the community.
“Having students getting involved
with the neighborhood is important
for the building of the community,”
Merrill said. “Last year went really
well for all.”
She said homecoming is an enjoyable time for all, but with it comes
responsibility. Students, along with
the community, are stepping up to the
plate to do their part in keeping the
community clean.
“Throw on some warm clothes and
come with some friends to the Husky
Clean Up,” Greathouse said.
For more information contact
Maren Greathouse at (320) 308-3058.

Partnership with MSU benefits metro students
Jennifer Bogue
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SCSU has recently made a partnership with Metropolitan State
University that will allow more students to receive their Master of
Engineering Management degree.
MEM courses will be offered at
Metro State on evenings as well as
weekends. This change will allow students that otherwise would have not
had the chance to work towards
receiving their MEM degree.
Although it is open to all students, the
course schedule is especially made for
students who are already in the workforce.

“I think the program will be good
for people in the metro who are
already working and just want the
degree as well,” SCSU MEM student
Ashesh Saraf said.
The Master of Engineering
Management degree is received only
by graduate students in the MEM program. This program prepares the students to assume managerial roles in
the workforce by teaching them skills
that will allow them to advance to
executive positions in technical and
scientific organizations.
These skills are deemed necessary
in improving the competitiveness of
organizations in addition to allowing
the student to better manage engineering and technical projects as well as

personnel.
This program is considered similar
to the Masters of Business
Administration but is very different
because of its select focus on the technological aspect as opposed to the
business aspect. This characteristic
makes it all the more valuable for students who wish to enter the field or
advance in it.
SCSU professor Bantwal Baliga
was the person who first envisioned
the idea, and suggested it to SCSU
administration. With the support of
SCSU, he later presented it to
Metropolitan State University.
Kenneth Zapp, a Metropolitan State
University professor, was one of the
first people from Metro State to hear

the idea and has worked on this deal
since. Zapp said they are anticipating
an average amount of students into the
program.
“We expect initial enrollment to be
16-20 students, which is normal for
graduate programs because they are
usually smaller and done in a cohort,
which is where they all go through the
program at the same time,” Zapp said.
At this time, however, there are
only four or five people who have
shown interest in the program.
However, Baliga expressed hope that
the brochures that are being circulated
will interest potential students. In
addition to brochures, informational
meetings are being held to procure
new students.

Baliga hopes it will have a beneficial effect on SCSU as well as Metro
State.
“It is good for SCSU because we
have state funding which is getting
less and less each year and this will
bring new revenue into the department
which will help to get new computers
and other needed equipment,” Baliga
said.
The program is expected to begin
with Metro State’s spring semester in
January and will offer the first four
classes at the Midway Campus on
weekends.
“Not a whole lot of schools offer
this program,” Saraf said. “And if the
program goes into affect I think it’ll be
good for the metro work people.”

News
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Student awarded
tourism scholarship
Becky Glander
STAFF WRITER

The
National
Tourism
Foundation has announced SCSU
student Kelly Ann McHugh as the
recipient of the 2004 Minnesota
Legacy $1,000 Scholarship.
McHugh is a fourth-year travel
and tourism major from River
Falls. She would like to pursue a
career as a corporate meeting planner or a director of convention centers.
McHugh qualified for the scholarship by achieving a GPA of 3.0 or
higher and writing a one-page
essay on eco-tourism.
“In the essay, I defined what
eco-tourism was and followed it
with an example of eco-tourism in
Minnesota,” McHugh said. “It was
hard to condense such a huge topic
into one page.”
The
National
Tourism
Foundation headquarters is located
in Lexington, Ky. Since 1982, the
foundation has awarded more than
$1.5 million to travel and tourism
students in the form of grants,
scholarships and awards.
“The
National
Tourism
Foundation is proud to reward
deserving students such as Kelly
Ann McHugh,” said Roland Kreps,
the 2004 Foundation Chairman.
“This year’s scholars have proven
their commitment to the travel and
tourism industry, both academically and within their respective communities. These talented recipients
ensure a positive future for this
industry.”
McHugh was the first SCSU
student to receive this scholarship.
SCSU was recently selected by the
National Tourism Foundation to
present the Minnesota Scholarship,
which will be made available to
qualifying SCSU students for the
next five years.
In addition to the scholarship,
McHugh received an invitation to
the foundation’s annual convention
in Toronto Nov. 1. She was also
featured in Courier, a magazine for
National Tourism Association

■

Continued from PAGE 3.

Vaccine

“But I don’t want students to take
this as a green light to miss class and
say they had the flu,” she said.
Some students like fourth-year
community health major Rachael
Holmbo express concerns about stay-

University Chronicle

Public Safety
releases crime
report for 2003
Kevin Macdonald
STAFF WRITER

TIM GRUBER/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kelly Ann McHugh, SCSU tourism major, was the recent recipient
of a $1,000 scholarship through the National Tourism Foundation.
members that focuses on the business aspects of the industry.
McHugh has a passion for traveling and plans to use her scholarship money to tour Germany in
May with SCSU’s Travel and
Tourism Club.
“I love traveling, which is how I
chose my major,” McHugh said. “I
have been to France, Belgium,
Amsterdam, England, Costa Rica,
Mexico and all over the United
States. Europe is my favorite place
to go.”
Students who are interested in

traveling or tourism are also
encouraged to visit the travel and
tourism department or advisor
Randy Baker. McHugh expressed
that students should not hesitate to
inquire information from Baker.
“He is my favorite professor,”
McHugh said. “I have learned so
much from him, and he’s always
very helpful.”
Students interested in getting
information on the scholarship
should visit the National Tourism
Association
Web
site
at
www.ntfonline.org.

ing home from school when you are
sick.
“Staying home from class really
isn’t an option,” she said. “Students
can’t afford to miss class or they are
behind and many professors count on
attendance. Professors should be
lenient if you are really sick.”
Beckerman says she sent an e-mail
out to faculty and students about
influenza. The e-mail went to faculty

because it is important for professors
to know the best thing for students
when they are sick is to stay home.
“If you feel like you need to go to
class I think it’s important to cover
your mouth when you cough,” she
said. “And if you have a cold, bring
lots of tissues along. Take your water
bottle with you to class and make sure
not to share it with other people.”
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The 2004 Annual Security
Report issued by Public Safety was
released Oct. 1.
The good news is that theft on
campus dropped considerably last
year. The bad news is that the number of arrests in the SCSU area
went up.
The crime report is in accordance with the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security and
Campus Crime Statistics Act of
1998.
The report documents a threeyear statistical history of criminal
activity on and around campus, as
well as provides information
regarding policies, reporting procedures, safety tips and preventative
programs offered at SCSU.
Public Safety Director Miles
Heckendorn, who compiled the
report, said that he is somewhat
pleased with its results.
“I am happy that the overall
numbers are down,” Heckendorn
said. “We are seeing a decrease in
violent safety issues. We have to
continue to stay focussed on providing a safe environment for
everyone in the community
though.”
The security report gives statistics for the calendar years 2001,
2002 and 2003 regarding criminal
activity on campus, off-campus
sites owned or maintained by
SCSU, and recognized university
organizations. The information is
gathered from a combination of
Public Safety reports, police
reports relevant to SCSU, residence hall reports and organizations.
“I don’t want to miss anything,”
Heckendorn said. “At the same
time, though, I have to make sure
that incidents aren’t recorded more
than once because of different
sources reporting the same thing.”
There were 117 thefts reported
last year, which is down from 151
in 2002. Disciplinary referrals also
decreased in 2003 to 326, compared to 401 in 2002. Liquor law
violations have slightly decreased
over the three-year period, while
drug abuse violations have gone
up. The number of arrests made in
2003 also increased steadily to 69,
compared to 58 in 2002 and 40 in
2001. There were also seven
forcible sex offenses reported in

2003, up from five in each 2002
and 2001.
Heckendorn explained that
security around SCSU involves
more than just the 50 Public Safety
officers on duty.
“It is also up to everyone
around campus to report criminal
activity. Depending on where you
get your information, there are
some estimates that suggest half of
the crimes in the country are not
reported,” Heckendorn said.
According to Heckendorn, the
government has conducted university crime reporting since 1971.
The Clery Act of 1998 was originally known as the Crime
Awareness and Campus Security
Act of 1990, and then the Higher
Education Amendments of 1992.
The national violent crime rate
reached its highest point in 1991.
Since then, there has been a slight
decrease in the number of violent
crimes reported. Heckendorn also
said that generally there has not
been much of a change in the number of property crimes reported.
SCSU senior Christy Hunter
said that she feels relatively safe
living on campus.
“I’m not worried about breakins,” Hunter said. “I’ve never had
any safety issues here (at SCSU).”
Hunter added that walking
alone after dark makes her a little
nervous, but is confident in the
speedy response of Public Safety
should a problem ever arise. She
said she witnessed Public Safety
arriving quickly to the scene of a
vehicle fire last year.
“I’ve never been a victim of
crime, but when I lived in HillCase there was a series of thefts
going around. I just had to be bit
more cautious,” Hunter said.
Heckendorn believes that the
annual security report is useful to
more than just SCSU community
members.
“It is another tool for prospective students and their parents to
use in determining if he or she
should attend the university,”
Heckendorn said.
Students and faculty can find
the report on Public Safety’s Web
site at www.stcloudstate.edu/
publicsafety/securityreport
or
paper copies are available at no
cost by contacting Public Safety.
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New cultural center Man provides
end
of
the
expected for spring
Chad Eldred
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU campus will be
developing a new Multicultural
Resource Center, which will be
located in the southwest corner of
the Miller Center. The Multicultural
Resource Center has been a long
time in the making and is projected
to be completed sometime next
spring.
“There has been a long process
of bringing this about,” said
Stephen Casanova, the interim
director for the new center, “The
center comes out of that ten year
struggle that was initiated by the
hunger strike but has been carried
by each generation of students that
come here.”
In
1995,
members
of
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan (M.E.Ch.A) demonstrated
their frustration with a hunger
strike. The organization was
protesting the conditions on campus
for students of color and one of
their demands was the creation of a
Multicultural Resource Center
within the library.
The SCSU administration
addressed this and the other 12
demands and the campus made a
significant investment in getting
more multicultural resources.
Until the Miller Center was
completed, the Multicultural
Resource Center was temporarily
put in Centennial Hall but the space
only included limited resources
such as posters, flags, and exhibits.
The new Multicultural Resource

Center was brought up again in an
April 2004 proposal and after
review from many various committees, the plan was accepted. There
was a diverse collaboration of organizations that pushed for and supported the creation of the center
including ASA (African Student
Association), ATC (All Tribes
Council), and ASIA (Asian
Students In Action).
Kristi Tornquist, dean of the
Learning Resources & Technology
Services, reviewed the proposal and
is looking forward to the new center. The center is a work in progress
and will take time to completely
develop.
“The first year is to do some
additional planning and fundraising
and then as the idea develops, we’ll
look at what other needs there are,”
Tornquist said.
Casanova will help to get the
center started and provide a focused
plan.
“My job, primarily, is to develop
an advisory committee, to initiate
some of the planning and prepare
the way for the search for a permanent director,” Casanova said.
The permanent director will
become a full-time staff member,
the advisory committee will consist
of faculty and students from the
campus and there will also be other
support staff yet to be determined.
Loren Bad Heart Bull, president
of the All Tribes Council, said that
he supports the Multicultural
Resource Center because it will
help many people.
“The Miller Center doesn’t have

“The Miller Center doesn’t have readily
available resources on specific topics and many
Native Americans like to research Native
American topics. The center will allow them to do
research in the library without leaving.”
Loren Bad Heart Bull
PRESIDENT OF ALL TRIBES COUNCIL

readily available resources on specific topics,” Bad Heart Bull said,
“And many Native Americans like
to research Native American topics.
The center will allow them to do
research in the library without leaving.”
Casanova
hopes
the
Multicultural Resource Center will
attract a more diverse student population to the campus and provide
services and resources for faculty,
students, and community members
to use for research or to expand
their knowledge.
“The center will provide
resources for communities of color.
It will be a center that collects
material on the four primary groups
of color in the U.S; African
American, Latino, American
Indians, and Asian Americans. The
focus of the center is going to be
about those communities and will
also have a Midwest focus.”
The Multicultural Resource
Center will provide materials for
people of color but will also be a
resource for all SCSU students.
“We want a center that will provide services for students, for faculty that are interested in researching
this area, and a center that will provide services to the surrounding
community. It’s going to provide a
space for everybody, all the students,” Casanova said.
The Multicultural Resource
Center will also be involved in
many activities. The center will
support specific programming such
as guest speakers and workshops
and will sponsor residency programs. The center also hopes to join
with other community and on-campus organizations to co-sponsor
other activities dealing with racial
and ethnic groups.
“The center is really going to
benefit the entire campus community and it’s going to help develop our
interconnectedness as a community,” Casanova said.

world warnings
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

For young college age students,
sometimes the perception is that
they have no fear, and believe the
world will last forever. Pastor Phil
Wiebe came to SCSU to tell students that one day, according to the
Bible, the world will end.
Wiebe, a 1966 graduate from
Kansas State University, has written
a book he is self-publishing titled
“Windows Into Revelation: What
You Need to Know About the
Future.”
Wiebe was asked to come and
speak by Pastor Dave Martin, director of Chi Alpha Campus Ministry.
Wiebe has been speaking
regarding the steps that are laid out
in Revelations about the end of the
world.
He gives a prophetic time line of
the future according to the Bible.
The timeline starts with the first
coming of Jesus Christ and then
moves into the Church Age. Wiebe
said Biblical research shows the
present time is near the end of the
Church Age, but he asks, “How
close are we to the Rapture and
Seven Year Tribulation?”
According to Wiebe’s book, the
Rapture is not listed in the Bible but
is implied in 1 Thessalonians 4:17.
Wiebe said a billion or so Christians
will begin to disappear once the
Rapture, the return of Jesus Christ,
begins.
First-year student Justin Gold
was one of numerous students to
come and listen to Wiebe on the
first of the three nights he gave his
presentation. Gold attended in the
attempt to give himself more
knowledge of the end times.
“I came trying to expand my
knowledge on biblical teachings
and the end times is one of the
facets I have no prior knowledge
of,” Gold said.
Wiebe touched on some of the
prophetic events of the Bible that
he said have come true, especially
the State of Israel being declared in
1948. He placed an emphasis on
how the Bible states that Israel
would one day become a sovereign
country again, which Wiebe said
many people did not believe would
happen.
Wiebe explained the importance
of not saying an exact date or time
when Jesus Christ would return to
earth.

“Don’t set a time for his (Jesus
Christ) return,” Wiebe said. “In
1988 someone said there was 88
reasons the Lord is coming. Now
there are 88 mistakes.”
The part of the evening that
caught the most attention was when
Wiebe began going into detail about
the seven seals and leading into
what events will happen on earth
during the seven year tribulation.
It begins with the Antichrist rising to power, who Wiebe said he
does not believe is President Bush
when a student inquired. Wiebe said
the Antichrist would be a globalist
and Bush is not one.
Wiebe continued to present what
the Bible indicates can be expected
for the end of the world. A few of
the disasters mentioned included a
mountain or asteroid, which will be
cast into sea, and a star would fall
into earth contaminating the water.
Partial darkness would fill the sky,
followed by an abyss opening and
demons being released. All of this
would be spread out over time.
The information is all in
Revelations, the final book in the
New Testament. Wiebe said early
scholars said John the Apostle had
written it, but skeptics attempt to
denounce that claim.
Gold was pleased that he was
able to get facts such as scripture
and reference points when dealing
with the end times instead of opinion.
“I was expecting to hear just
what the Bible has to say about the
end times,” Gold said. “The thing
we get in culture today is more
what I think than what the Bible
says.”
During the question and answer
portion of the evening, Gold asked
Wiebe, “When would the last possible moment be when a person can
be saved by God?”
Wiebe strongly suggested the
present because the future is so
uncertain.
“You don’t know if you’re going
to survive one of the disasters,”
Wiebe said.
He elaborated by returning to his
initial statements at the beginning
of the evening with the uncertainty
of how close the present time is to
the tribulation.
Wiebe will speak for the final
time this evening at 7 p.m. in the
Peach Room next to the Garvey
Commons.
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Students shouldn’t have to endure
another cold Homecoming weekend
Around 11 p.m. on Oct. 14, 1988, St. Cloud Police
Officers drove to the 400 and 500 block area of Third
Ave. South to investigate a motorcycle accident.
Crowds gathered around the accident site. When
police tried to push back the partying crowd, a police
officer was hit by a bottle. Over the next hour, people
rocked cars, threw more bottles and 36 students were
arrested. Welcome to the Homecoming “riots” of 1988.
Homecoming 1989 took place on Nov. 4. Deborah
Hudson, a university spokeswoman at the time, told the
University Chronicle the reason for the late date was a
direct result of the 1988 disturbances. She went on to
say that the 1988 riots would no longer have any influences on choosing the Homecoming date.
The SCSU student population deserves an answer on
why Homecoming continues to be celebrated in late
October. St. Cloud’s weather for Homecoming since
1988 averages 38 degrees--not exactly outdoor weather.
If Homecoming were moved back to September, weather for outdoor events would be around 50 to 60 degrees.
Throw on a sweatshirt and you could comfortable stay
outside all weekend.
While a later date does give coordinators additional
time to plan, the additional time is not needed. Groups
easily prepare for September’s annual Mainstreet, and
the Homecoming date is known months ahead. St.
John’s celebrated Homecoming this year on Sept. 25.
The temperature on that Saturday afternoon was a pleasant 70 degrees. Saturday’s expected temperature will be
40 degrees with rain, a normal late fall day in St. Cloud.
Homecoming coordinators need to attempt to make
the annual celebration an enjoyable experience. It is difficult to participate in outdoor activities including
parades (this year’s caravan was cancelled), football
games, tailgating, barbequing and even candidate games
because of cold or inclement weather.
If the University worries about future riots, the time
has come to move on. Students at SCSU were barely
able to read when the riots happened: It happened 16
years ago. Plus, the 1988 riots took place in midOctober. How would that affect a September date?
It’s time for SCSU to put trust in its student body.
They shouldn’t be punished for an event that happened
long before their arrival.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Faith distorts critical frame of mind
As a second grader, I was watching basketball with my father and
asked him why there were more black
people than white people in the NBA.
He told me that black people are
faster and can jump higher than white
people so, naturally, they make better
basketball players.
Being a curious kid, I asked him
why black people could jump higher
and run faster than white people. He
obviously didn't know the answer, but
instead told me black people can run
faster because the slow ones were
eaten by tigers when all blacks lived
in Africa.
He added that black people can
jump higher because if they couldn't
jump high into the bushes they wouldn't get away in time and would be
devoured by a tiger. In other words
all the slow, low-jumping black people died in the jaws of a man-eating
tiger.
Being young and living in an all
white, “racially challenged” town, I
took this explanation as fact and went
about my business.
As a young child my father also
told me that God made the world. He
taught me that if I was good I would
go to heaven when I die. He said my
grandma was in heaven and that God
watched everything I did.
We went to church every Sunday
where the preacher told me Jesus
loved me and died for my sins so I
could go to heaven when I died. The
preacher preached about how God
controls everything and that if I misbehave I would go to hell and burn
throughout eternity.

NYSSA
DAHLBERG
STAFF
ESSAY
Being young, I accepted this God
as fact because my parents told me
there was a God and my preacher told
me there was a God.
Then something terrible happened. I lost my last baby tooth and I
walked in on my father putting 50
cents under my pillow. That’s when I
realized there was no Tooth Fairy and
since my parents lied to me about her,
they must be lying to me about Santa
Clause and the Easter Bunny.
Once I was able to think critically,
I realized black people were not eaten
by tigers in Africa and with my parent’s history of lies, how could they
be serious about God? To me God
seemed just like the Tooth Fairy,
Santa, The Easter Bunny and maneating tigers. I realized God may just
be an explanation people come up
with because they want answers.
Christians say the Bible proves
Jesus existed. The Bible proves God
exists. But where is proof the Bible is
credible? How do we know the Bible,
like my fathers explanation of fast,
high-jumping black people, isn’t
some random theory made-up by
some man trying to give his people
answers to questions?

The hard truth is we don't know
the truth about God. Many people
take every word in the Bible as hard
fact and don’t stop to think where the
book actually comes from.
Christianity remains a good thing
to believe in. Believing in something
gives people hope. People can believe
everything their parents, society and
preachers tell them about God is okay,
but logical thinkers need more proof.
People should stop and think before
basing their entire existence on something that could be as fake as Santa
Clause.
Other people will prove the existence of God by saying, “Look around
you, look at the beautiful world, could
all this just be a mistake?”
If that’s true, why aren’t there facts
to back it? Scientists have almost
proven the evolution and big-bang
theories, but have yet to find facts
about the credibility of the Bible.
A publication called Biblical
Errancy written by Dennis Mckinsey
states, “We are told the Bible has no
scientific errors, yet it says the bat is a
bird (Lev. 11:13, 19), hares chew their
cud (Lev. 11:5-6) and insects (Lev.
11:22-23) have four legs.”
It is easier to believe in God than
to think critically about every aspect
of Christianity. It’s easier to put your
life in the hands of a higher power
than to realize there is no-one to
blame but yourself when things go
wrong. Believing there is no God is a
big let down, but life goes on, people
die and we really have no idea what
happens to them.

JOHN
BEHLING

STAFF
COLUMN

Moore and
critics provide insight
Michael Moore’s film Fahrenheit
9/11 was screened on campus yesterday along with Fahrenhype 9/11, a
film that claims to de-bunk Moore’s
diatribe. I think the UPB should be
applauded for presenting this kind of
forum, and for brining into focus the
big sweaty guy that America loves
and hates.
While I haven’t seen Fahrenhype
or Michael Moore Hates America, it’s
invaluable to have this kind of information available to students on campus. I’d also like to thank NOVA,
WEG, College Democrats, CAAS,
Human Relations, ASIA and All
Tribes council for putting together an
impressive series of documentaries
starting with Outfoxed: Rupert
Murdock’s War on Journalism and
ending
next
week
with
Unprecedented:
The
2000
Presidential election.
As moviegoers, we’re living in a
climate where documentaries are big
business. And as Americans, we’re
living in a time where information is
invaluable in the quest to right what’s
wrong with our country. The people
who made Fahrenhype no doubt
think Michael Moore to be a dangerous, arrogant, misleading man. And I
wouldn’t completely disagree with
that statement. But the fact is that he’s
the one who’s responsible for the success and viability of all of the documentaries that are spilling into the
theaters and out onto video.
And when it comes to the argument about Moore’s method, which
infuriates so many people, I can see
nothing but good things coming from
it. His films stand to challenge the
necessity of objectivity in documentary filmmaking in response to what
he sees as complete subjectivity in the
media.
But the truly great thing about this
is it teaches you to look for the
cracks. It teaches you to spot bias in
the media. The films that pick apart
Moore’s films promote an active
viewing audience, one that refuses to
take things at face value. The mindset
that this nurtures is invaluable to a
democratic society. So go ahead, call
him a terrorist. I call him a revolutionary.

OPINIONS

American
Tax increase
apathy hurts could hurt
democracy local shops
As a person who comes from
Europe, has had considerable education and has lived in more U.S.
states than most of Americans, I
have grown to form an opinion
about this country from an independent perspective. I can’t legally
vote even though I would like to,
and even though I can’t affect the
political system, I dare say I know
much more about it than the average American.
What I and many of my international friends have noticed is how
Americans whine about everything
and how self-centered and complacent they can be. Education is
expensive. Well, in SCSU you are
paying a skimpy amount compared
to not-so-better-schools, and as an
American citizen you have the right
to grants, scholarships and loans. It
is your responsibility to utilize your
choices wisely. If you don’t want
higher tuition, then maybe you
should submit to the idea that your
taxes should be higher. You can’t
expect something to be paid with
money coming of other people’s
pockets.
In Europe health care and education is mostly free and is much
better actually in many cases compared to the USA. But, yes, taxes
are higher. Still, I don’t see people
wanting to make less money just
because they will pay less taxes. I
work non-stop to support myself
and I only complain if I am not
given the opportunity to work.
I think, that going to vote this
year should be a priority for all of
you. If you don’t know much about
politics,
then
learn
more.
Knowledge and the ability to reason and think are power! If you
don’t want to learn, then don’t complain about Garvey, about the
tuition, about the war, about your
taxes. It is a pathetic! It takes a
stronger and smarter youth to keep
this great country going. It is not
that hard to get more educated than
Bush, so give it a try and don’t
complain.
I have seen so many great people in the USA and so many wrong
things at the same time, sometimes
I just don’t understand why you are
allowing it?

Teodora Vasileva
Senior
Accounting

With the upcoming election and
the pending war in Iraq being so
highly publicized recently, our
attention has been temporarily
diverted from pressing local issues.
However, seeing as the election is
right around the corner, I am asking
for your help in order to save a
local company from ultimately
being destroyed.
Erbert & Gerbert’s has been
calling downtown St. Cloud its
home for over 14 years now, and
has established a large following of
loyal customers (one of which may
be you). Yet, if the city of St. Cloud
has its way on Nov. 2, not only will
a thriving business cease to exist,
but so will the jobs of 30 individuals.
Please be on alert for a question
on the ballot regarding the extension of a sales tax in order to build
a new library, expand the Civic
Center, and do other various governmental projects. On the surface,
this proposal looks promising, but
there are a lot of things that the city
is neglecting to tell you because of
its hidden agenda. For instance, the
increased sales tax will be in effect
for at least 17 years and will cost
taxpayers $30 million for the
Library, $40 million for the Civic
Center and millions more for the
other projects. Also, under state
law, the current sales tax is supposed to expire on Dec. 31, 2005.
However, this very same law
requires that a sales tax not be in
effect for one year before a new tax
can start. So why is the city holding
a referendum that goes against state
law?
The ultimate goal, according to
the city, is to expand this area by
making more room for parking and
“future retail space.” Let’s think
about that for a second, shall we.
You want to knock out a couple of
already thriving, local businesses in
order to build a parking lot. Yet,
with them gone, there will be
absolutely no need for a new lot.
As for “future retail space,” why
wouldn’t you focus your time and
effort on helping companies grow
and develop in the present? Besides
who knows what kind of warped
ideas the city will come up with to
occupy that vacant space they “so
badly needed.”
So on Nov. 2, when you’re
crammed into that little voting
booth, making some seemingly dif-
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ficult choices, please don’t forget to
make the one that could potentially
change the lives of 30 wonderful
people forever.

Shana Heitzman
Senior
Marketing
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Professors, be
Your vote
merciful to
counts in
this election your students
Why should we pressure people
to vote? For one thing, in 2000
people age 18-35 made up only
eight percent of the total ballots
cast. Many things are effected
because young people don’t vote.
Tuition is one. Our tuition at SCSU
has gone up 62 percent in the last
four years alone. Also, financial aid
is harder than ever to get. When
there is a budget to be balanced,
tuition and financial aid are two
things that get overlooked.
Politicians don’t care about us
because we don’t care about voting.
I know there are only two major
candidates to vote for in this presidential election, but that doesn’t
mean that they are your only
options. You don’t have to “care
about American politics” to vote.
Everyone should exercise their
right to vote, no matter who they
vote for. You can vote for yourself
if you want to. You can vote for
anyone. Voting is an opportunity to
show politicians that you do vote,
but not for them because they don’t
address our issues. They will see
that as an opportunity to get another vote and they will address our
issues. It may not be the best way to
use your vote, but it is effective.
For the people who think that
one vote can’t make a difference,
you are wrong. I have heard so
many people say that. I am fully
confident that the number is in the
hundreds, and that can make a difference. In 2000, New Mexico was
won by 366 votes and Florida was
won by 537 votes. Every vote
counts. If enough young people
vote, we may actually see tuition
freeze instead of rise every semester. So get out, make your voice
heard and vote.

Samantha Long
Junior
Political Science

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.

It’s about that time of the semester when we start getting frustrated
because it seems as though the professors are conspiring against us by
assigning papers due at the same
time.
Sometimes it’s okay, but when
you have three exams and an eight to
10 page paper due during the same
week, you begin to think the professors must get together and hatch this
evil plan to prevent students like
myself from going out to the bars or
parties. Instead of doing all those
things most college students enjoy,
we sit in the library studying or typing away on a computer.
One day I would like to give the
professors a 10 page paper or an
extremely difficult test to complete,
maybe then they would understand
the frustration we students go
through when trying desperately to
write that paper with those precise
words that will impress the professor.
Or studying for an exam that covers five or six lengthy chapters, only
to find out that the exam doesn’t
cover even half the material that
we’ve spent hours studying for. It
frustrates us to study for countless
hours only to receive the exam and
see questions concerning the minutest details that were located deep in a
paragraph that we forgot to read.
I realize most professors were
students about 20 or 30 years ago.
Maybe they had professors who
gave them tons of work, and figured
as soon as they got the chance they
would give their students more work
than they received as students.
Honestly, I forget most of the
material that I studied for as soon as
I finish taking the exam. This happens because most professors that
I’ve had do not give exams that are
cumulative. I’m not saying professors should give cumulative exams.
What I am saying is professors
should try to be more understanding
of their students and give exams on
material that most students will
remember two weeks after the exam.
But what do I know I’m just a student pursuing my first bachelor’s
degree.
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“They should cancel a presidential debate or
something for this one. I haven’t slept in
about five or six days.”
-Curt Leskanic, Boston Red Sox relief
pitcher, on the epic New York Yankees/Red
Sox ALCS series, which ended last night.
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From downtown to touchdown
Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

The band Sparring Rohman
entertained downtown crowds on
the second floor of D.B. Searle’s
every Wednesday night and at other
venues in the St. Cloud area last
year.
The band’s guitarist, junior Dan
Kaczor, is now electrifying bigger
crowds at Husky Stadium.
“There’s a lot of people that just
saw me as someone who was down
at the bar playing in the band, and
there’s people that only think of me
as a football player,” Kaczor said.
“I enjoy it that way too, I don’t
necessarily like everybody identifying me as one or the other, I like to
be considered well-rounded as
much as possible.”
Sparring Rohman broke up at
the end of last spring and Kaczor
traded in his guitar and the downtown nightlife for the pigskin and a
playbook.
This year he has stepped into the
spotlight by taking over the quarterback position from All-American
Keith Heckendorf, who graduated
last year.
Heckendorf set many team
records during his collegiate football career, and it could be said that
Kaczor has had some big shoes to
fill coming into his first season as a
starter.
Through eight games, Kaczor
has done well, leading the NCC’s
top ranked passing offense. The
Husky offense has scored 19 touchdowns through the air; six ahead of
second place Augustana.
Kaczor has kept the turnovers to
a minimum. He has thrown five
interceptions this season.
That statistic has helped put
Kaczor among the elite quarterbacks in Division II, placing him
seventh in the country in passing

“We put a lot of
responsibility on his
back and he’s done a
great job.”
Randy Hedberg
SCSU HEAD COACH

Dan Kaczor File

Height: 6’3”
Weight: 190 lbs.
High School: St. Cloud Tech
2004 Stats:101-for-172,1,576
yards and 19 touchdowns
Personal: Graduated in the
top 10 percent at St. Cloud Tech
High School.
efficiency with a 164.2 rating.
Kaczor attributes his success this
year to all the practice he has done
since coming to SCSU from nearby
Tech High School three years ago.
“Being in the system long
enough and learning from a guy like
Keith Heckendorf was a big advantage for me,” Kaczor said. “I just
had a lot of experience in the system even though I didn’t come in
with a lot of game experience.”
Along with time spent practicing
on the field, he has had help from
coaches along the way who have
helped him develop and succeed as
a player.
“Coach (Paul) Rudolph has been
a big mentor for me and it’s his
offensive system that makes it easy
on the quarterback,” Kaczor said.
Kaczor spends up to 10 hours
each week studying game film with
offensive
coordinator
Paul
Rudolph. Kaczor looks at the different blitzes and formations defenses
are going to bring each week.
When he is not with his coaches
studying film and the weekly game
plan, he continues working at home
looking at tape for an hour or two
each day.
Kaczor’s work ethic during the
week helps prepare him to be calm
and confident each week on game
day. That confidence has led his
coaches to use one word repeatedly
to describe his playing style—
poised.
“He studies extremely well, he
has a strong arm and he throws
accurately, he knows the defenses
and he’s extremely poised,” coach
Rudolph said. “Those positive traits
are the reason he’s a good leader.”
The season highlight so far this
year for Kaczor and the Huskies
was the win over then no. 2 ranked
North Dakota on Oct. 2.
The 21-17 win gave UND their
first loss of the season and marked
the first time the Huskies beat the
Fighting Sioux in St. Cloud.
Kaczor didn’t have his best
game statistically, going 11 of 26

for 176 yards. After the game, head
coach Randy Hedberg talked about
how important a role Kaczor played
in the victory by not committing a
turnover.
“He’s so poised. He makes good
protection calls at the line of scrimmage based on defensive fronts and
secondary coverage,” Hedberg said.
“We put a lot of responsibility
on his back and he’s done a great
job replacing a two-year AllAmerican,” he added.
Kaczor said his personal highlight came during the game against
Western Washington on Sept. 11.
He tied a school record (set by
Keith Heckendorf) by throwing five
touchdowns to five different
receivers in the first half of the
Huskies’ 44-29 win.
In that game Kazcor showed
how much he trusts the abilities of
all of his receivers, not just a single
go-to guy.
“I think we’ve done a nice job
spreading the ball out this year, and
that’s attributed to the system,”
Kaczor said. “The opportunities to
pick a favorite guy are very limited.
I just try to make my read based on
the defense and get the ball to different people.”
Junior Ed DeShazer has seen the
most production of the Huskies
wide outs, with 22 catches for 422
yards and seven touchdowns on the
season.
“He has a lot of confidence in us,
he knows that when he throws it up
we’ll come back down with the
ball,” DeShazer said.
This weekend is homecoming
and the game against first-place
Nebraska-Omaha will be an important one. The Huskies are currently
in a tie for second place, sitting one
game back from Omaha. With only
one game remaining on the schedule after this week, the outcome on
Saturday could determine which
team takes the NCC title.
This weekend will mark
Kaczor’s first homecoming game
and the third time a member of the
Kaczor family has stepped on the
field for the Huskies in a homecoming game.
Kaczor’s father and current Tech
High School football coach, Ron,
played for the Huskies in the early
1980s. Kaczor’s older brother,
Andrew, played on the Huskies’
offensive line until 2003 and was
named an All-American last year.
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Junior quarterback Dan Kaczor has put down his guitar this season,
picked up a football and has led the Husky football team to a 7-1
start.Kaczor has thrown for 19 touchdowns this season.SCSU takes
on the University of Nebraska-Omaha at 1 p.m. Saturday.
While Kaczor looks to have
another homecoming game in his
career here at SCSU, it may not be
long before fans see another Kaczor
don the red and black.
There are ten children in the
Kaczor family, with Dan being the
second oldest.
“We usually have the biggest
cheering section at the games for

sure,” Kaczor said with a grin.
Alongside his family this weekend, Kaczor will add another chapter in what has been an enjoyable
beginning to his career as starting
quarterback for the Huskies.
“Being able to play in my hometown and having my family at the
games—those two things have been
a lot of fun for me,” Kaczor said.
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Huskies prepare for Pioneers
Ben Birnell
SPORTS EDITOR

It may have taken a few weeks, but
it has happened.
On Tuesday, seniors Dave
Iannazzo and Matt Gens were officially voted by teammates as the 2004-05
team captains.
“It is a huge
honor,” Iannazzo
said. “As a senior, it
is just something
that I really have to
take seriously. I
have to step up and
be a strong leader
for this team. Me
and Matt are lookDave
Iannazzo ing forward to it
and we are excited.”
Coming out of last weekend’s split
against Northern Michigan, head
coach Craig Dahl is happy with the
play of first-year players.
Forward Andrew Gordon has
scored three goals in three games and
Nate Dey, the first Minnesota Mr.
Hockey award winner to play at
SCSU, registered his first career assist
on junior Billy Hengen’s goal
Saturday night. The last time that a
SCSU player had a goal in three con-

secutive games was Hengen with
goals against Michigan Tech and
Princeton last year.
“We are happy with all 10 of our
freshmen,” Dahl said. “They have provided some life and some spark into
our team.”
Dahl said that he got all the players
on the ice during the weekend, something that he had planned on doing in
the early stages of the season.
“We wanted to give them some
game experience and find out how
they do in the games, who can play
with who, who can play on the power
play, who cannot. So it is a work in
progress,” Dahl said.
Dahl said the downside that he
sees about the first-year players is that
it is going to take some time for them
to get used to playing on the road,
traveling and playing in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association.
Despite giving up four power play
goals to NMU in last weekend’s
series, including three in Saturday’s
loss and being a dismal 2-for-34 (5.9
percent) on their own power play,
Dahl is not worried.
“We were 26 of 27 before
(Saturday’s third period). I was pretty
pleased with our penalty kill. I think
both goals, were both funny goals. I
think the first one was slapping around

and (goaltender Jason Montgomery)
lost his handle on it. The second one, I
do not think was his fault.”
As for the power play, Dahl said no
team in the country really has a good
power play except for a couple at this
point. He said the reason for that is
because more penalties are being
called and, in turn, power play percentages are going to go down a small
portion.
He also said because he used three
power play lines in last weekend’s
games he wasn’t worried at this point.
Goaltending was also a question
mark coming into the season, but both
goaltenders who are splitting time are
doing well.
Sophomore Tim Boron has a small
edge over Montgomery. Boron has
given up two goals on 50 shots and
Montgomery has surrendered five
goals on 66 shots.
“All I really want to do is get the
‘w’ for the team,” Boron said. “If you
get the wins, you’ll be in net. I’m just
trying to use confidence and pick up
some wins.”
Dahl plans to use both goalies until
he feels comfortable using one over
the other.
This weekend, the Huskies will
take on the University of Denver
Pioneers (1-2-0).

Denver captured the 2004 NCAA
Division I championship, which
marked the sixth time in team history
that the Pioneers won the national
crown. It will mark the 55th time the
Huskies and Denver have met and the
Pioneers holds a slim 26-24-4 lead in
the series.
Last weekend, the Pioneers
dropped a 6-2 decision at Boston
College, but rebounded with a 4-2 win
at Northeastern on Saturday. Senior
forward Jon Foster leads Denver with
four goals this season.
Goaltending seems to be most
problematic for Denver after losing
last season’s regular goaltender to
graduation. Sophomore goalie Glenn
Fisher (3.00 goals against average)
and freshman Peter Mannino (5.01
GAA) have shared duties this year.
“I think it is going to be an interesting series,” Dahl said. “It does not
mean anything as far as what you are
doing at the end of the year, but it is
points in the league and those points
are always important.”
Denver will raise its 2004 National
Championship
banner
during
Saturday night’s game and the
Huskies are looking forward to possibly ruining the festivities.
“Hopefully, we can put a little
damper on their party,” Iannazzo said.

“It is kind of fun going into other
team’s buildings with great atmosphere like ours and being bothered.
You kind of feed off that as an athlete.”
Last weekend’s games at the
National Hockey Center were the
Huskies’ last until mid-November.
Next weekend, they take on Princeton
and Yale and then have the weekend
after off before coming back to the
NHC to take on Michigan Tech.
“Going on the road is good for the
team,” Boron said. “Obviously, you
would like to play at home, but the
fans will be chomping at the bit that
much more when we are back.”

What:
Huskies vs.
Denver
University
Pioneers
When:
8:37 p.m. (CST) Friday and
8:07 p.m. (CST) Saturday
Where: Magness Arena in
Denver, Colo.

Injuries hinder Huskies weekend plan
Joshua Fox
STAFF WRITER

JOSHUA FOX/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Sophomore goaltender Carmen Lizee knocks down a puck in
practice Wednesday afternoon. Lizee is a transfer student in her
first year with the Huskies.

With a few injuries sneaking up on
the young Huskies this weekend, it is
making for an interesting line-up.
The Huskies look to new players in
net this weekend, as the return of Lauri
St. Jacques is doubtful. The goaltending duties against the University of
North Dakota will fall in the hands of
Carmen Lizee, a sophomore transfer
from the University of Regina or firstyear player Kendall Newell.
Carmen Lizee played five periods
between the pipes last weekend
against the University of Minnesota
after St. Jacques’s injury.
“Playing with players of that level
was something new. I wasn’t used to
it, but I quickly adjusted and I saw
what it is going to be like and got my
feel for the WCHA,” Lizee said.
The starting goaltender for Friday
has not been announced, but both
players are preparing for the weekend
the same way they have in the past.
“There is nothing I am doing to
prepare for this weekend. It is just
something you do from the get-go.
You don’t just prepare game by game,
you are just always prepared and ready
for when they call you in,” Lizee said.

Lizee was Rookie of the Year at the
University of Regina before transferring.
“I just come out every day and try
my hardest to stop the shots and keep
the puck out of the net and hopefully
get a chance,” Newell said.
Injuries are something that a team
will have to deal with, head coach
Jason Lesteberg said, and that his team
will push forward with the players
they have.
“We have a few kids that are
banged up. We are not sure what their
availability will be, but that is the
nature of the game. You are going to
deal with injuries and you have to
have somebody else step up and play
big,” Lesteberg said.
The Huskies plans to work on finishing on opportunities by putting the
puck in the net.
“We need to execute better,”
Lesteberg said. “We are just gunning
for Friday. (We need to) get our systems in check and just worry about
where we are at because we are still in
the early stages of the season.”
Due to new guidelines put in place
this year, officials are encouraged to
call all penalties they see. The hope is
to stop play from being slowed down
along the boards with holding or in

open ice with hooking.
More penalties are being called as
a result and the importance of a
smooth running penalty kill on the
power play is more important than
ever. While Lesteberg agrees with the
plan to make for a fast-paced game he
also is putting more emphasis on special teams during practice.
“Practice plans may change a little
bit because so much of the game is
being played on special teams,”
Lesteberg said. “Last year we may
have done power play two days a
week and now we are going to do it at
least three or four.”
First-year player Marie-Michel
Lemieux is back in the line-up this
week and will give the team a chance
to switch some of the lines and try to
get back in the win column on Friday.
They are hoping to stop a three game
losing skid.
The Huskies will face a struggling
UND squad that is 0-4-0 overall. The
Fighting Sioux faced off against
nationally no. 3 ranked University of
Minnesota-Duluth and the top ranked
University of Minnesota in their first
two weekends of the season. They
come to the National Hockey Center
Friday having allowed 32 goals while
only scoring three goals.
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TODAY
■ Swimming & Diving Black
vs. Red. SCSU’s Intersquad
Meet. Halenbeck Hall Pool, 3
p.m.

Sports

Joshua Fox
STAFF WRITER

There is no place like home.
The last game of the regular season for the women’s soccer team

will be an away game.
On Saturday, the Huskies will
travel to Augustana College, a critical game for SCSU that will determine if they have home-field advantage in the first round of the NCC

■ Women’s Volleyball vs.
University of North Dakota at 7
p.m. Game can be heard on 88.1
FM KVSC or by going to
kvsc.org
■ Women’s Hockey vs.
University of North Dakota at
7:07 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey at Denver
University at 8:37 p.m. (CST).

SATURDAY
■ Women’s Volleyball vs.
MSU-Mankato at 7 p.m.
■ Football vs. University of
Nebraska-Omaha at 1 p.m.
Game can be heard on 88.1 FM
KVSC or by going to kvsc.org.

■ Soccer at Augustana College
at 1 p.m.
■ Women’s Hockey vs.
University of North Dakota at
2:07 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey at Denver
University at 8:07 p.m. (CST)

TUESDAY
■ Volleyball vs. University of
Concordia-St. Paul at 7 p.m.
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First-year player Mallory Strong moves the ball by a defender
Thursday afternoon.The Huskies lost to the University of Mary 4-1.

playoffs next week.
“We would really like to get our
chance to make another mark on this
field. I think we did that with
Mankato, but that was just the start,”
senior captain Betsy Pratt said. “We
would like to prove ourself on our
home field one more time.”
Pratt is one of the three seniors
on the team hoping they have not
played their final home game of
their career.
Home-field advantage is usually
valuable to the Huskies. For the
most part, the soccer team makes
their road trips in vans. Pratt said
that sometimes it is hard on the
team.
“We really don’t have the best
means of travel, we have to take
vans a lot of the time,” Pratt said. “It
can be a long time in them.”
The entire team, however, is gunning for home-field advantage, not
just the senior players.
“It is so big because the last game
we played in our stadium we played
really well and we worked well
together. We feel used to playing on
the (field) and it is nice to have
home field,” junior Trista Cooke
said.
The preparation for Saturday is
very much the same as it has been
for the last few months.
Head
coach
Stephanie
McGuinness is doing all she can to
get her team ready psychologically
for Saturday as possible.
On Tuesday afternoon, she told

the team that in a preseason coaches
‘poll, SCSU was picked to finish
last. This weekend they have a
chance to keep AC winless in conference play.
The players have found that
keeping upbeat attitudes at practice
not only makes things run more
smoothly, but the team is also working harder.
“I think we play better as a team
when we keep it a little lighter, but at
the same time we work harder,” Pratt
said. “(Yesterday) was a lighter
atmosphere but we were more
intense. We just played off of each
other’s intensity and when you are
intense you work hard and you get a
really good workout.”
When the season started, one of
the goals that the Huskies had, was
getting home field advantage in the
first round of the playoffs. When the
team tied UMD last Sunday they
kept that goal alive. This weekend it
will be up to the Huskies to play well
in hopes of getting to play at Husky
Stadium one more time this year.
“We are pumped to play on
Saturday and we are in a good position in the conference,” Cooke said.
If the playoffs started today the
fifth-place Huskies would travel to
fourth-place Minnesota State
University-Mankato. A win this
weekend could change that.
Saturday, the Huskies will travel to
Sioux Falls, S.D. to play the struggling Augustana Vikings (0-5-0 in
conference play and 6-10-0 overall).

Huskies drop game to SWMS 3-1
Staff Report
The SCSU volleyball team fell to
the Southwest Minnesota State
Mustangs in a non-conference
matchup on Tuesday, Oct. 19. The
match was decided in four games,
25-30, 15-30, 32-30, 25-30.
The Huskies trailed in each of
the four games but managed to fight
back to gain a win in the third game.
SCSU struggled to get their
offense rolling and could not stop
the SWMS attack.
The Mustangs posted a .245 hitting percentage on the evening
while the Huskies finished with just
a .119 hitting rate.
Senior Leah Herrboldt led the
Huskies with 20 kills and Jamie
Schlagel chipped in another nine.
Megan Hardy had 25 digs. RaeAnne
Stanley followed with an additional
13. Leading in the setting department was Sierra Nowak who had 26
assists on the evening.
With the loss, the Huskies have a
14-9 record, remaining at 3-4 in the

NCC.
In the kills list, Herrboldt now
has 1,076 and has moved into 8th
place on the record list past Karen
Henderson, who had 1,063 from
1986-89. Herrboldt also ranks fifth
with 3,055 career kill attempts, and
most recently moved past Karen
Henderson, who had 2,942 from
1986-89.

What:
Huskies vs.
UND and
MSUMankato
When:
7 p.m. Friday and Saturday
Where: Halenbeck Hall
Radio: 88.1 KVSC-FM
(Friday’s game only)
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Junior Jamie Schlagel spikes the ball past two Southwest Minnesota
State players during a match Tuesday night.The Huskies lost 3-1.
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Write Place aids students
Jesse Jenson
STAFF WRITER

Most students, at some point in
their academic career, are going to
need some help with writing. Be it
grammar, word-usage or spelling,
everyone needs the occasional assistance of a master in order to make the
grade.
The SCSU Writing Center (a.k.a.
“The Write Place”), located in
Riverview 118, has been helping students enhance their papers and
become better, more effective writers
since the 1970s.
With the importance college
places in competent written communication, and the newfound complexity of paper requirements for freshmen, SCSU students can breathe easy
knowing that they have somewhere to
go for help.
“The Writing Center exists to
serve all the members of the SCSU
community, whether they be students,
faculty, or staff, with their writing,”
said Elizabeth Sim, Assistant Director
of The Writing Center. “But our main
goal is not so much to fix a specific
piece of writing, as it is to help individuals to become better writers
themselves.”
The center will work with students
at any stage of their writing project.
So if a student has just got an assignment, already written a draft, or even
completed the work, the center will be
ready to help.
Walk-in sessions are accepted, but
students are encouraged to schedule
an appointment. Otherwise they
might be left out in the cold without
help.
Sessions usually last for half an
hour, but longer periods of time can
be made by appointment if necessary.
If unable to make an appointment, a
student will only get a 15-minute session as a walk-in.
“We’ll work with people on pieces
of writing,” said Sim. “But what
we’re always keeping in mind while
we’re doing that, is hoping that they’ll
leave here being a better writer rather
than just having a better paper. The
ultimate goal is to have better writers
rather than just having better papers.”
After a student has come to the
conclusion that they need help, and
has made an appointment, what
should they do next?
“They (students going to the center) should be sure to bring with them
all of the items related to their project,” Sim said. “Assignment sheets,

syllabus, any writing they’ve already
done for the project, any resources or
sources they want help looking at or
citing. The more information we
have, the more helpful we can be.”
Students looking for answers may
be surprised at the number of questions they get when they go to the center.
“The student is really the guide as
to how you work with them,” Sim,
who graduated from Penn State with a
bachelor’s degree in English
Literature, said. “So, the first thing we
do is we sit down and ask people a lot
of questions about the writing they’re
doing: what they already know about
it, what kind of writing they’ve
already done, what their approach is
to the piece that they’re working on.”
The process of questioning the student helps the student to think about
the project on a wider scale and develop a better understanding of the
underlying rules of writing.

“It’s always going to be more productive for them if they can find the
answers themselves,” Sim said.
“They’re more likely to retain it, to
keep it in their head, to learn something from it, rather than if we just
feed them the rules.”
Competent communication is not
only important in school, but in the
world at large. Paula Tompkins, professor of Communication Studies,
feels communications studies and the
Writing Center go hand-in-hand.
“Writing and world communication are part of communications
skills,” Tompkins said. “There are
four communications skills: reading,
writing, speaking and listening. When
you’re taking communications classes
in communications studies, you end
up using all four of those skills. And
so, connecting with The Write place is
just a natural thing to do in communication studies classes.”
“I talk about the writing center in

every CMST 192 class I take,”
Tompkins said. “I think the writing
center is an important resource for
students.”
SCSU student Solomon Horn, a
first-year business major, said that he
did not even know the center existed,
but now that he does he would consider making use of it.
“I could use a writing center, so
that my papers would look better and
that I could get better at writing,”
Horn said.
Students who have an interest in
helping as a tutor at The Write Place
can enroll in ENGL 352 (undergraduate) or ENGL 552 (graduate). Upon
completion of the course, students
must submit a letter of application and
intent to the director of the Writing
Center.
For the most part, Sim is happy
with how the center works, but some
things could be better for students.
“It would be nice for us if we had

some coaches who had some grounding in other disciplines,” Sim said.
“Because I think that would be helpful for students sometimes. Just having more time would be nice. You’d
love to be here 24-7.”
Regarding plans to move the
Writing Center, there are no firm
plans at the moment, said Sim. Plans
were discussed that would move the
center into Centennial Hall, but they
were scrapped for the time being. The
center will move to a new location
when Riverview is remodeled, but
there are no imminent moving plans.
In the end, Sim feels that the greatest asset that the Writing Center provides is the constructive criticism that
writing coaches can offer.
“It’s great to have somebody
who’s able to look at your work and
give you some nonjudgmental feedback about it,” she said. “I think that’s
a really helpful thing for everybody.”
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Petra Neumueller goes through corrections on a student’s rough copy at Riverview Hall in The Write Place.Writing tutorials are free with
appointments and walk-ins are taken daily.
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Cars need preparation too
It’s a late Friday winter afternoon
and you are driving home to see the
family for the weekend, when all of a
sudden your car breaks down in the
middle of the road. It’s thirty degrees
with a high windchill factor, and there
is nobody in sight. You are cold and
scared, but you have the situation
under control (yeah right). You’re in a
panic because your cell phone is not
retrieving signals and the next gas station is at least 5 miles away.
The point here is how can you
avoid being caught in such a treacherous situation?
The best way to get yourself out of
this one is to prevent it before it actually happens. Therefore, in order to
diminish the likelihood of your car
breaking down in the middle of winter,
get your car winterized.
It’s that time of year again.
Temperatures and wind chills that can
take your breath away are here. Snow
and ice outside can offer a dangerous
proposition. You know all too well
how winter affects you. It is important
to take a moment to think how it
affects your car as well. After all, you
don’t want to be stranded in those subzero temperatures.
There are a few important measures you can take well in advance of

SALLY
KANE
CONSUMER
ADVOCATE
Old Man Winter’s arrival to prevent
serious problems to your car.
First of all, have your car serviced
at least before the beginning of
November. When cold weather hits,
most cars perform a bit more sluggish
than usual. The oil takes longer to circulate, and the engine takes longer to
reach operating temperatures.
“It’s human nature to avoid winterizing your car if it is still running. You
never know what is going to happen.,”
Scott Pexa of Baer’s Auto Shop in
Buffalo said. “Do yourself a favor and
don’t put these things off. My Cold
weather business is actually already
picking up.”
Snow might be pretty to look at,
but it sure makes vehicle maintenance
and driving more of a chore, doesn’t
it? Here are just some more crucial
tips for winterizing your car this sea-

son.
Check the windshield wiper blades
to make sure they work properly.
They are crucial to your visibility
level.
Check your anti-freeze/coolant to
provide the correct level of protection
required for driving in your area. A
good rule of thumb is to replace your
antifreeze every two years.
Make sure your tires are properly
inflated. Letting air out of them to
drive in snow can reduce the gripping
action of tires because the tread will
not meet the road surface as it was
designed to do. Over-inflation has the
same effect.
Keep your gas tank at least half
full. The extra volume can help
reduce moisture problems within your
fuel system. It also adds a margin of
safety should you become stopped or
stranded during your trip.
Battery: Make sure terminals are
clean and tightened.
“You can clean your battery yourself with an old toothbrush and a
homemade mixture of baking soda
and water. Also batteries should be
replaced every 3-4 years,” Adam
Wiers, a second-year auto mechanics
student at St Cloud Technical College
said

Finally, if you don’t want to be
caught empty-handed when struck by
bad luck on the road, always keep an
emergency kit in your trunk. Here are
the essentials needed to keep your car
well-stocked:
--Ice scraper
--Spare bottle of windshield washer fluid
--Boots
--Gloves
--Flares
--Blankets
--Tire chains
--Flash light
--Jumper cables
--Sand, salt or kitty liter for traction
--Non-perishable food (trail mix,
dried fruit...)
Following these few steps can’t
prevent the weather from coming, but
they will make sure your car is better
prepared for it when it does come.
Driving your car in harsh winter conditions can be stressful and dangerous.
However, winterizing your car can
help you feel more confident, prevent
most winter related car breakdowns
and prepare you for those unavoidable
mishaps on the road.
Also, if your car does get balky or
quits completely; take the dang bus.

Posthumous Smith album released
One year ago today, Elliott Smith
took his own life with a swift jab to the
heart by his own knife wielding hand.
After a year of silence, the release
of his final work in progress, “From a
Basement on the Hill,” hit the shelves
Tuesday.
With its release, tribute concerts
and listening parties have popped up
around the world in cities including
Los Angeles, Sydney (Australia) and
Seattle. After hearing the CD and
being graced with his music over the
past decade or so, it is obvious why.
“From a Basement on the Hill”
grasped the crunching sound of
Smith’s former band Heatmiser with
tracks such as “Coast to Coast” and
“Don’t Go Down” while maintaining
the thought provoking and soothing
depression of tracks like “Let’s Get
Lost” and “The Last Hour.”
Smith also presented an unfamiliar
side to his music with flange effects
and a more polished sound than his
former home-recorded releases on the
track “A Fond Farewell.”
He stretched to the roots of folk
music with a bluegrass feel on the
track “Memory Lane.”
Lyrically, he maintained the sultry
blend of depressing bliss he is known
for.
Prior to now, Smith’s resume
included five full-length albums and a
multitude of singles.
Smith’s most notable work came
by way of the single “Miss Misery”
from the Good Will Hunting sound-
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track and was nominated for an
Academy Award in 1998.
With “From a Basement on the
Hill,” Smith put together a melting pot
of music from his masterpiece works
of the past and polished it into an
incredible work of sounds and
imagery.
Smith maintained his independent
namesake even beyond his death with
“From a Basement” being released
under the Anti record label.
Before Smith’s death, he was
signed under the DreamWorks
Records label. In an agreement with
DreamWorks, Smith was given permission to release his forthcoming
album on an independent label of his
choice. He had expressed much interest in Anti, and his family made the
final decision after his passing.
“That record was his record,” said
Smith’s A&R representative Luke
Wood in a tributary broadcast shortly
after Smith’s death. “DreamWorks
gave it back to him, and it was going
to come out on an independent label of
his choosing.”

Smith has always been a wellknown artist in the independent music
scene with former releases on the Kill
Rock Stars and Cavity Search record
labels and working with producers
Tom Rothrock and Rob Schnapf. He
also worked with Schnapf on his 2004
release.
Throughout his career, Smith concentrated on making a living without
“selling out” to the mainstream. Up
until his death, Smith made that aspect
of his music a priority. “From a
Basement on the Hill” is no exception.
The bootleg-style hum of “Roman
Candle” is absent in Smith’s most

recent release, but the independence of
his style is obvious.
It’s safe to say that the music of
Elliott Smith will never be pop music;
it will probably never appeal to the
likes of those who also purchase
Britney Spears and that’s probably
best.
“From a Basement on the Hill”
was originally slated to be a doubledisc with more than 30 songs that had
all reportedly been recorded before
last October. The final version has 15
new tracks, what happened to the rest
will hopefully be released soon
It’s a fond farewell to a friend.

PHOTO COURTESY AP/SUSAN STERNER

Singer-songwriter Elliott Smith performs at the 70th Academy
Awards in Los Angeles on March 23, 1998.
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Cult film
classic to
screen
Kara Sautter
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The University Program Board
will be showing the movie “The
Rocky Horror Picture Show”
Saturday in the Atwood Ballroom as
an event coinciding with homecoming week.
This event has become an annual
SCSU tradition, and last year the ballroom was crowded with over 250
people. UPB expects that number to
grow this year.
“The Rocky Horror Picture
Show” originated as a Broadway
musical; a musical that became so
successful, in 1975 it was turned into
a movie. The film is traditionally
shown at midnight and is accompanied with a unique set of traditions
that the audience in the Atwood
Ballroom will experience on
Saturday.
Starring Tim Curry and Susan
Sarandon, with musical performances
by Meatloaf, the film became so big
that many say that it gained a cult following.
The most important tradition of
the midnight showing is getting
dressed up in costumes which resemble characters in the movie. The
Atwood Ballroom will also have a
costume contest which will be judged
by audience approval. Costumes,
though recommended, are not
required.
To enhance the cinematic experience, movie goers began bringing
props to theaters during the midnight
showings. At certain points in the
movie they will use the props, effectively making the movie interactive.
UPB will be providing a bag of
props for the audience on Saturday.
Bags that will include rice, a newspaper, confetti, a rubber glove, two
cards and some toilet paper. Each
prop has a different use, and each use
relates to a character in the story. An
audience member is no longer a spectator, but they become part of the
group in the movie.
UPB has also prepared a short
presentation that will be shown
before the movie, which will explain
the uses of each prop in the bag, and
when to use them. People who have
never been to showings of “The
Rocky Horror Picture Show,” and
even people who have never watched
the musical will still be able to use all
the props at the right times. UPB will
also be providing beverages and
snacks for the audience to enjoy.
There is no cost of admission and
UPB said the event is sure to be one
to remember, for long-time fans of
the musical and first time watchers
alike.

Diversions
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Wellstone film debuts this week
Chris Heinitz
STAFF WRITER

In celebration of the late Senator
Paul Wellstone’s life, a documentary
film will premiere at 7 p.m. Monday
in the Atwood Ballroom.
This will mark the second
anniversary of that frightful night in
which Wellstone’s small plane
plummeted to the ground, killing the
senator, his wife Sheila, his daughter
Marcia and five others, just eleven
days before the election for his third
term as U.S. senator.
The outpouring of grief and dedication to carry on Wellstone’s mission was astonishing and the impact
of his uncompromising career was
apparent. To this day, unmistakable
green “Wellstone!” bumper sticker’s
are littered across the country.
Senator Wellstone is remembered for his charismatic and passionate charm, his dedication to progressive policies and resistance to
being just another Washington insider.
“Beloved for his passion, Paul’s
greatest legacy is that, even now, he
inspires people to act on their
dreams,” reads the films Web site.
“Wellstone! is a two-part multi-

media project that will challenge
viewers to re-examine their own participation in democracy.”
The film will be shown on campuses around the state. However,
SCSU will provide the unique
opportunity to speak with filmmaker
Pam Colby who will prelude the
film with an introduction.
Approximately 90 minutes in
length, the film chronicles Paul and
Sheila’s lives as public servants
beginning in their childhood and
progressing through Paul’s career as
a senatorial leader. It serves as a
guide to why Paul and Sheila
became who they were and how they
became fixtures in the world of
political action and organization as
their tenacious grassroots activism
and progressive world-changing
attitude’s are the focus.
Serving as the authoritative documentary of the Wellstone’s, the
film encompasses a breadth of
footage throughout their lives. From
campus rabble-rouser to every
Minnesotan’s
true
ally
in
Washington, Wellstone’s fight for
the people, and not the politicians is
what made him great.
Free parking will be provided in
any SCSU lot after 6:30 p.m.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WELLSTONE ACTION © 2003

Senator Paul Wellstone and his wife Sheila appear at a 2000 public appearance. Pamela Colby’s new
documentary, screening at SCSU next week, chronicles the life of the late senator and his family.

Classic horror film provides good scares
In 1962, director Herk Harvey
wanted to make a film about an
abandoned amusement park left to
rot near Great Salt Lake.
An employee of the Centron
industrial and education film company, Harvey was no stranger to
filmmaking, yet he had never done
a feature. The image he had in mind
was of dead creatures rising from
the lake and dancing in the abandoned hall. Quite a departure from
“What About Alcoholism?,” “The
Innocent Party” or “How to
Succeed in School,” the short films
he made at Centron.
His one and only feature, made
with screenwriter John Clifford,
would become a cult classic, influencing the look and feel of George
A. Romero’s “Night of the Living
Dead” and countless others.
Available in an immaculate restoration by the Criterion Collection it’s
essential viewing for the Halloween
season, scary, relevant and interesting even 40 years after its release as
a cheap drive-in ticket.
The film starts like a message
about the dangers of reckless youth.
A car full of young men pulls
abreast three young women in a car
and challenges them to a race.
While crossing a rickety one-lane
bridge the women’s car careens into
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the embankment, flying into the
river. Three hours pass, then inexplicably a woman appears on the
shore, dazed, confused and covered
in mud.
Mary
Henry
(Candace
Hilligoss), blonde, leggy, beautiful,
stumbling up the embankment in a
stupor, is the iconic image of the
zombie that Romero would exploit
later in his “dead” trilogy. Unlike
the slow, somnambulant dead of
“White Zombie,” Henry struggles
inarticulately with the movement of
her limbs, shifting from side to side.
When they question her about
the other two girls all she can do is
stare forward. Then she gets into a
car and drives away.
Although she abruptly and calmly moves on with her life, the
shocking accident seems to have
displaced her in the universe. She
leaves town immediately to take a

job as a church organist near the
Great Salt Lake, but doesn’t seem
to fit in there either. The rest of the
townsfolk are aggressively polite,
catering to her every need and
spouting
cheery
“beavercleaverisms” like “good heavens,”
yet Henry responds to work and
social life in a cold, secular manner.
The church is her place of work, not
a holy temple. The effusive, polite
social community around her is not
important. She’s fine by herself.
The catastrophic near-death
incident separates Henry from the
pleasant 1950s and casts her into a
stoic, personal, moral universe. The
pristine world around her is no
longer interesting. However, the
enormous abandoned dance hall
lies waiting for her, calling her to it,
needing to be explored by her.
This journey is somewhat autobiographical for Harvey. His career
as an artisan for Centron placed him
in a position to enforce the hegemony of ‘50s family values. But here
he’s treading outside the rules and
regulations, outside of the ‘50s and
into the ‘60s. “Carnival of Souls”
was an independent production
budgeted at $30,000 and shot in
three weeks with complete artistic
freedom.
Screenwriter
John
Clifford tosses away any conven-

tional romance or narrative, instead
focusing on obsession through hypnotic interludes where Henry
becomes invisible to the outside
world, wandering through it as if
she didn’t exist at all. Throughout,
Henry is being stalked, not only by
her obsession with the loaming
structure, but by pale-faced apparitions, the most antagonizing one
played by Harvey himself.
Like an industrial, the center
point is consequence: everything
that happens is because of Henry’s
decision to participate in the drag
race. But whatever consequence
that may be awaiting Henry is
unknown to the audience. And more
importantly in lieu of her punishment, she’s found a sort of freedom.
Henry doesn’t display any of the
stereotypes attached to women in
the 1950s. She’s confident, acts
with a “just the facts” demeanor
and doesn’t need the attention of
her flirtatious neighbor, the ingeniously lecherous Mr. John Linden
(Sidney Berger). The macho Linden
stalks Henry with his constant
advances but to no avail. As he’s
turned down time and time again,
he ends up looking foolish, emasculated, defeated. Offset by the puritanical preacher character, an equally judgmental landlady and a

fatherly doctor, Linden represents
the excess of the 1960s, foreshadowing that of the 1970s and even
the 1980s. In fact, his overpowering
sleaziness seems right out of
Porky’s. And yet, our gorgeous
blonde bombshell is almost asexual.
She cringes from Linden’s touch as
if he were a zombie. But, falling
into a hypnotic spell at the keyboard, her fingers sensually move
over the keys, playing a maniacal
waltz to which the undead denizens
of the carnival dance, faster and
faster.
What exactly is going on here?
For first time viewers and second
and third time viewers, “Carnival of
Souls” is a fantastic exercise in
non-linear storytelling, character
and, of course, poetic visual storytelling. Strangely enough, films like
“Carnival of Souls” and the equally
revolutionary “Night of the Living
Dead” show up in bargain bins at
retail stores for less than $5, as if
they were even less valuable than
any of the “Ernest goes to
(BLANK)” movies. But that’s the
irony of horror cinema. More often
than not we discover beauty in
trash, a masterpiece set out to rust
like a grand carnival pavilion, or a
not-so-grand cheap print of
“Carnival of Souls.”
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HOUSING

included. Northern Management
654-8300.

SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.

ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD (320) 654-8300.

2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320) 2531154.

SPACIOUS 2 BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie
(320) 654-8300.

WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.

WE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available. Call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management (320)
654-8300, www.nomgnt.com/se.
ROOMS FOR RENT
Female. Spacious, newer home w/
parking. Good location. 4 bed, 2
bath. (320) 236-7792 or (320) 4207201, $290 plus electric.

2 AND 3 BEDROOM
Apartments. 1/2 block from campus.
259-9434.

attached! 1/2 mile from SCSU and
on the bus line. Call 654-8300 for
details.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. 259-9434.

2 BEDROOMS FROM $475!
Includes basic cable, heat, water,
and refuse. On bus line, and 1/2
mile from SCSU. Call 751-1571 for
info.

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available. Utilities included. Clean
and quiet. 259-9434.
PROFESSOR/VISITOR FRANK
LLOYD WRIGHT GUEST HOUSE
Unique guest house with indoor racquetball court, tennis court, hot tub,
exercise room, sauna, and kitchen.
$75 nt. $300 wk. $800 month.
References required.
www.bridgescreate.com/guesthouse
to reserve.
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX
For rent. Finished basement. Very
clean. 654-6844.
FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENTS
One 2 br duplex, 9 brs in house!
Plus fill in spots! Great locations!
Call Pillar Property (320) 259-4259!

CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths, close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month
leases avail. now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now! (763) 6331080 ext. 28.

2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Remodeled 4 bedroom apts. $205
per bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Nice 4 bedroom house. $300 per
bed. Call (320) 980-7545.

FEMALES
Non smokers, single rooms. 3 bedroom apt. Immediate, ‘05.
(320) 253-5340.

1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.

SCSU TWO BEDROOM APTS
With free prk, heat, garbage.
Available now. Call Johnson
Properties @ 229-1919.

ONE, TWO, AND THREE
Bedroom apartments available.
Park Plaza. 253-1615.

2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept. 1 Jim:
(612) 508-3723.

SCSU FOUR BEDROOM APTS
Available now! Cheap rent, new
appliances, AC, heat, and parking
included. Call Johnson Properties
229-1919
johnsonproperties@astound.net

FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Offstreet parking available close to
SCSU campus $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water, sewer,
garbage paid. Heat paid in winter
months. Call now to reserve your
home (763) 633-1080 ext. 28.
LARGE 2BR’S
Starting at $475. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Heat, water,
garbage and basic cable included!
Call Angie at (320) 761-1571.
1 BDRM AND 2 BDRM
Near campus. (320) 253-5340.

3&4 BDRM APTS
With heat, +70 channels cable, dishwasher and newly carpeted.
Call 259-9673.
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU. Also single rooms.
Heat paid. Call (320) 251-8284.
CARETAKER NEEDED
For West Campus Apts. Heat, water.
garbage, and basic cable included
as well! Please call Angie to inquire.
654-8300.

HOUSES, APTS
Updated. Various locations. Walking
distance. Available now, 11/1, 12/1,
or 1/1/05. Heat/parking included.
Dan 251-1925.
HOUSING
Rent Neg. Dan 251-1925.
SUBLEASE SINGLE ROOMS
1-4 br. apts. Rent neg. Available
now 11/1, 12/1, or 1/1/05.
Dan 251-1925.
CHEAP ONE BEDROOMS!
Starting at $425! Close to SCSU, on
bus route, includes heat, water,
garage, and basic cable. Great
move-in special!
Call 761-1571 today!

ONE BEDROOM APT.
For rent. Also single rooms in a 4
bedroom townhome. 252-2633.

FEMALE AND MALE SUBLETS
In 4 bedroom apts. Heat paid, dishwasher, close. Excell Prop.
251-6005.

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3,&4 bedroom available, call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management
654-8300. www.nomgmt.com/se

ONE BEDROOMS
Close to campus quiet building, on
bus route, 1/2 mile from SCSU.
Basic cable, heat, water and refuse

3 OR 4 BEDROOM APT
Heat paid, D/W, A/C. Nice and
close. Excel Prop. 251-6005.

$75 MOVE IN SPECIAL!!!
Application, security deposit, and
one month rent included. No strings
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MALE SUBLEASER
4 bedroom apt. $260/mo. at Ivy
Apts. (320) 493-2550.
SUBLEASER
One bedroom available immediately
or November 1st. Close to campus.
$310 month. Call Daniel
(320) 493-4778.
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE HOME
Nice family seek responsible female
to share quiet off-campus home.
Huge bright furnished room available immediately. Reduced rent
available. Jean (320) 251-0123 or
jwrl021@hotmail.com.
PARKING AVAILABLE
Close to campus. Call Cindy at 2400679 or Dan 241-9999.
TWO ROOMS
In furnished house, few blocks from
campus. $250 and $365 plus electric. All other utilities included.
Washer and dryer, internet, cable,
and off street parking. Subleasers
for spring semester. Contact Joel or
Emily (320) 230-6709.
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX
For rent. Finished basement. Very
clean. (320) 654-6844.

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator. Hiring campus reps. Call
for group discounts. Info/reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
MODELS/ACTORS
Males and females ages, 0-75+, all
sizes, needed for t.v., magazines,
etc. P.T. flexible hours. We pay
$50+/- per hour. No experience
required. Some jobs start
November. To apply, bring a snapshot to Best Western Kelly Inn,
Division & 4th ave. Tue. Oct. 26th
arrive anytime 6:30-9:30. Under 18
bring a parent.
POWDER RIDGE WINTER
RECREATION AREA, KIMBALL
Is now accepting applications for
part-time and full-time ski lift and

tubing hill operators, rental workers,
ski and snowboard instructors, snow
makers, bartenders and kitchen
help. Students, adults, and retired
adults encouraged to apply. We will
train. Pick up or fill out applications
at chalet Monday thru Friday,
9:00-5:00. Questions?-Call
(320) 398-7200.
PART-TIME TUTOR WANTED
$10 per hour. Call Janet 259-0355.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Vector has good pay, flexible schedule, sales/service, all ages 18+, conditions apply. 203-9481.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $499. Reps go free. (800)
366-4786. www.mazexp.com.

FOR SALE
FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER
Fall into color, perfumes, age fighting moisturizers, and private spa
collections. FREE GIFT varies
w/purchase amount. FREE SHIPPING. Call Karen (320) 685-8002 or
visit www.marykay.com/cosmeticbeauty (offer not in conjunction
w/other promotions/discounts--Exp.
01/05).

ATTENTION
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group’s time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser, (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
SAINT CLOUD
Band rehearsal space. Call Perry
(612) 245-1600.
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